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You want to wake up to bright mornings. you want to know it, somehow just feel it, that a happy day lies ahead. you 
don’t want to decide what is it that’s brightening your day - the sun pouring in from the window, or the way your 
family is smiling.

You want peace, but you want the best of city life too. you want spontaneity but also beauty that always catches your 
eye. You want to be satisfied but you want more.

You want the simple joys of life...but also the finest of its charms.

Simple joys of life... to it’s finest charms
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?The most lucrative location on Kalwar Road, closest to the heart of the city

?Unique combination of peace and accessibility

?Well developed and populated area

?Rapid and planned development of civil infrastructure in surrounding areas

?Well connected to Vaishali Nagar, Vidhyadhar Nagar and Bani Park.

?Situated on 200 Ft. wide main road 

?Few minutes away from SEZ.

You want to go places...but not too far from home.
Samanvay brings together the best of both worlds. The peace and serenity of suburban Jaipur, pure, unpolluted air, 
no dearth of space, greenery, open sky and your own private bungalow on one hand. And on other, proximity to the 
most developed parts of the city, unprecedented development in the vicinity, and great connectivity with almost every 
part of Jaipur.

So, go on. Make the most of life, without ever being too far from home.

Bus stand: 8 kms M I Road: 8.5 kms
Railway station: 7Kms Delhi Ajmer Bypass Road: 2 Kms 
Bani Park: 7 Kms Vaishali Nagar: 2.5Kms





Space is not about empty area, but places that you can use to do the things you like to do.

Samanvay offers plenty of space to breathe, run, play and park your cars. Lots of greenery ensures fresh 
air and space for kids to enjoy. Other facilities like the community swimming pool, the yoga park, etc. are 
built in to make sure you never run out of things to do.

You want space to breathe... space to house all your dreams.

Ample greenery

Adequate parking space for every villa

Children’s play area

Yoga park

Community swimming pool
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You want spontaneity but 
also beauty that always catches your eye.

Who doesn’t want the best of comforts, luxuries that the modern world offers. Intuitive homes, 
automation, all things that last forever. A smooth, spontaneous life.

But beauty is deliberate. Much thought goes into it. And appreciating it requires just as much thought, an 
eye for detail.

You will find your plush, comfortable home at Samanvay to be beautiful in many ways, always beautiful.

Samanvay 
Independent home... Luxurious lifestyle

L A T A N A G A R



Pleasant Continental style of construction | Wide roads & beautiful landscaping | High quality 
fittings & fixtures | Tastefully designed interiors | Expandable layout of villas Vastu compliant 
design | Great ventilation and ample sunlight

General features
* Marble/ vitrified flooring
* finishing of walls using premium distemper paint with smooth POP base

Kitchen
* 2 ft. glazed tiles dado above platform
* Kitchen fittings of ISI make

Toilets
* Basic fittings from good indigenous brands
* Good quality sanitary fittings
* 7 ft. high designer dado tiles in all bathrooms with anti skid flooring

Electricals
* Concealed copper wiring
* Adequate points with switches

Aesthetics, functionality and taste



Bungalow option 1 Bungalow option 2



 MIRAJ GROUP

Starting with a simple beginning, MIRAJ Group has created its presence in various sectors and has 

established itself as a business house with a consolidation of various sectors. The Group is a highly 

diversified, with its presence across various segments including tobacco, tea, hospitality, engineering, 

food & beverages, beauty care, cosmetics, PVC pipes & fittings, and film & music production. The 

Group, which is soundly rooted in its values, is one of the fastest growing organisations in the region.

MIRAJ GROUP is coming up with new venture to usher in a new era in the growing real estate industry 

and explore the possibility to build and offer quality living & commercial spaces. Miraj Developers 

offers a high degree of business ethics & further promises to set an industrial benchmark for quality 

and customer satisfaction.

UNIQUE BUILDERS

Originating from Jaipur, the city known for its architectural marvel and is also the capital of the largest state of India, “Rajasthan”. It's the 

flagship company of The Mannat Group. The fusion of deeply rooted virtues of quality and excellence along with commitment towards 

complete customer satisfaction has made it the largest real estate developers in the state of Rajasthan in a span of 8 years and gradually 

expanding its operations in Maharashtra, Gujarat and Delhi - NCR. After developing some of the prestigious landmarks across Jaipur, the group 

entered the organized real estate development in 2003. Since then the company has developed varied real estate offerings like:

Premium Residential apartments | Business Plaza | Office Establishments | Vertical Townships | Townships | Villa Community | Malls | 

Affordable Housing | Designer / Luxury Homes

An ISO 9001:2002 certified organization; Unique Builders has adopted the best construction technology and architecture along with superior 

management aspects like finance management, customer relationship, operations, sales and marketing. To further strengthen our foundation, 

we are expanding rapidly to more cities of Rajasthan.

Jaipur | Udaipur | Bhilwara | Kishangarh | Ajmer | Bikaner | Khatu Shyam Ji

After marking its presence in brick manufacturing as JBC, the group diversified into stone-crushing, house-keeping services and recently 

initiated service industry with radio taxis named Metro Cabs in Jaipur. The company also holds a GUINNESS WORLD RECORD for the signature 

project – My Haveli. The ever rising structures built by us have firmly kept our foundation deeply rooted.

With our ethos deep rooted, we have come a long way to become ‘TRULY UNIQUE’  

Some of our on going projects.

Luxuria @ Banipark - Jaipur | Mt Haveli @ Ajmer Road - Jaipur | Unique Towers @ Jagatpura - Jaipur

Sanyog @ Bhuvana - Udaipur  | Mansarovar Plaza @ Masarovar - Jaipur

Umang @ Tonk Road - Jaipur | Samanway Riverview @ Gaurav Path - Bhilwara

Some of our completed projects.

Unique Destination @ Tonk Road - Jaipur | C2 Plaza @ Malviya Nagar - Jaipur  |  Unique Shardool @ JLN Marg - Jaipur  

Aspire @ Vaishali Nagar - Jaipur | Royal Paradise @ Banipark - Jaipur  |  Royal Paradise @ Tilak Nagar - Jaipur  

The Milestone @ Tonk Road - Jaipur | Unique Aravali @ Tilak Nagar - Jaipur  | Royal Paradise @ Malviya Nagar - Jaipur


